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COLOR +
Whether you’re a beginning designer, a seasoned professional, or simply curious about the transformative  
power of interior design, this book is your guide to creating memorable spaces.

Within its pages, you will encounter a palette of inspirations that span the spectrum of emotions. Explore a 
moody, speakeasy-inspired collection of colors that weave an atmosphere of mystery and sophistication.  
Enter rooms where pristine organization reigns supreme or dive into pallets inspired by coastal tranquility.

The Agility Company’s identity is showcased through this book with a curated selection of powder coat, 
worksurface laminates, PET fabrics, and supporting materials. We hope that you find inspiration within these pages. 



content

CONTENT +
Picture it: a cheerful bird serenades in the background, its melodic chirps 
intermingling with laughter as you indulge in a sweet picnic. It’s a rediscovered, 
joyfully returned relaxation. It’s a harmonious blend of independence and comfort, 
where the simple charm of a homestead meets the vitality of life itself. 

supporting materials
 Marmoleum Fresco “Silver Shadow” Flooring 
 Crossville “Alaska Ice” Polygon Mosaic Tile 
 Ghent “Denim” Glassboard 
 Camira Main Line Flax “Waterloo” 
 Barbarossa Raffia Wall Covering “Natural” 

agility materials
Worksurfaces Planked Raw Oak 
 Brite White

Powder Coat TRRR - Rusty Red* 
 SW - Signal White 
 3538 - Cowboy* 
 91 - 91 White 
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* Premium Color: Upcharge and additional lead time may apply. 
ǂ Requires coordinating color for inner columns (height-adjustable only)



DAPPER +
It’s classic, timeless, and sophisticated. It’s sipping an Old Fashioned in a 
lounge with a great novel in hand. It’s the spirit of an age-old foxhunt tradition 
as riders dash across vast expanses chasing the thrill. It’s the tradition of a 
porch-thrown Saturday morning newspaper to complement a dark roast coffee.

supporting materials
 Hokanson Mandal “Arctic” Rugs 
 Virginia Tile Soli Stone - Asuka “White” 
 Camira Main Line Flax “Tooting” 
 Camira Craggan Flax “Knoll”
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agility materials
Worksurfaces Walnut Butcherblock

Powder Coat CN - Metallic Champagne ǂ 
 8001 - Ochre Brown

PET 39 Earth 
 

* Premium Color: Upcharge and additional lead time may apply. 
ǂ Requires coordinating color for inner columns (height-adjustable only) dapper







ENCHANTED +
A sense of charm fills the air venturing deep into the forest. Wonder 
accompanying each step. Was that a fairy dancing up above or perhaps the 
twinkle of a distant star? This pallet is a journey intertwining the raw beauty 
of wood and moss with mystical details that spark imagination. 

supporting materials
 Camira Oceanic “Sea” 
 Formica “Macchiato Walnut” 
 Tekstur Cork
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agility materials
Worksurfaces Wild Cherry

Powder Coat 5018 - Turquoise Blue 
 6004 - Blue Green

PET 02 Moss 
 

* Premium Color: Upcharge and additional lead time may apply. 
ǂ Requires coordinating color for inner columns (height-adjustable only) enchanted
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WHIMSY +
Laughter and smiles fill the room. A sense of youthful energy lives within 
each individual. It’s lively and productive. Conversations are animated, 
collaborations thrive, and a vibrant atmosphere fuels inspiration. It’s a 
celebration of the joy of being in the moment, where the interplay of colors 
sparks delight and fosters an atmosphere of boundless creativity.

TR1J

43 Ivory

supporting materials
 Camira Oceanic “Barrier” 
 Formica “Waxed Maple” 
 Clean Impact Textiles Marin “Clownfish”





agility materials
Powder Coat TR1J - Sky Blue* 
 1012 - Lemon Yellow 
 460 - Storm

PET 43 Ivory 
 

* Premium Color: Upcharge and additional lead time may apply. 
ǂ Requires coordinating color for inner columns (height-adjustable only) whimsy
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MOODY +
Nestled amidst a captivating atmosphere, this moody pallet exudes an air of 
mystery and intrigue. Inspired by the hidden corners of a speakeasy, its deep hues 
of burnt orange and dark velvety green create a sense of allure. Secrets whisper 
through the air as deep passion fills hearts of those present.
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supporting materials
 Marmoleum Modular “Berlin Red” Flooring 
 Ghent “Terra” Glassboard 
 Formica “Antique Mango”
 Clean Impact Textiles Emerge “Clay”





agility materials
Powder Coat A8010 - Aged Bronze* ǂ 
 6004 - Blue Green 
 BSBY - Boysenberry*

PET 15 Ever Green 
 

* Premium Color: Upcharge and additional lead time may apply. 
ǂ Requires coordinating color for inner columns (height-adjustable only) moody







REFINED +
The crisp contrasts within this pallet exudes an aura of clean elegance and 
timeless class. Glasses clink and conversations hum, as the room becomes a 
stage for celebration and achievement. This palette embraces the harmonious 
blend of accomplishment, refinement, and a touch of urban allure, setting the 
stage for unforgettable recognition and success.

supporting materials
 Formica “Graphite Elm” 
 Camira Oceanic “Riptide” 
 3Form Low Iron Softetch “White” Monolithic Glass



Graphite

agility materials
Worksurfaces Graphite

Powder Coat 450 - Fog 
 115 - Medium Gray*

PET 33 Slate 
 

33 Slate

* Premium Color: Upcharge and additional lead time may apply. 
ǂ Requires coordinating color for inner columns (height-adjustable only) refined
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TRANQUIL +
The briny scent of salt water mingled with earthy driftwood float through the air. 
The sounds of crashing waves exist like a delicate harmony. This relaxed and 
beachy palette captures the essence of coastal living, where seaglass hues and 
sandy neutrals evoke the tranquil beauty of the shore.

supporting materials
 Formica “Cherry Walnut” 
 Virginia Tile Soli Stone - Asuka “Blue” 
 Camira Main Line Flax “Upminster”  
 Maraham Pace “016 Vapor” 
 Kaswell Flooring Systems Hemlock Strip Block Flooring 
 Marmoleum Piano “Frosty Grey”

07 Sand

agility materials
Powder Coat MS - Metallic Silver ǂ 
 TR1J - Sky Blue* 
 445 - Moonbeam*

PET 07 Sand 
 

* Premium Color: Upcharge and additional lead time may apply. 
ǂ Requires coordinating color for inner columns (height-adjustable only) tranquil
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